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What They Believe

2006

were most cults and new religions simply passing fads of the late twentieth century or are some of them still growing today what new sects have emerged and what dangers do they present how should christians respond bible teacher and apologetics expert ron rhodes has cataloged 40 groups in this concise and easy to use handbook readers will appreciate ron s thorough research and his reader friendly style his brief examination of each group includes a short history of the sect or new religion an explanation of the group s major doctrines the christian apologetic response this informative guide includes a list of apologetic power points which provides readers with a fast paced summary of the foundational truths of biblical christianity

Find It Quick Handbook on Cults and New Religions

2005-08-01

how does a vampire cult differ from a satanic cult how do seemingly normal or ordinary citizens suddenly find themselves committed to a group
whose leader promotes criminal activities and isolation from families and friends what should you do if a loved one becomes indoctrinated by a potentially dangerous cult this book focuses on various cults and their often criminal belief systems most readers are shocked by stories of mass suicides and ritualized cult killings but few understand how such crimes come to be committed snow a seasoned police officer with experience working on cult crimes examines those cults that commit offenses from murder and fraud to kidnapping and sexual assault by providing specific accounts of dangerous cults and their destructive acts snow illustrates how seemingly innocent groups can turn pernicious when under the sway of a charismatic leader with an agenda or when members take things too far he offers advice on how to avoid falling victim to cult indoctrination concluding with chapters on how to identify cults how to protect yourself and your family and what to do if a loved one is ensnared by such a group

Deadly Cults

2003-11-30

we know that urban isn't just a place but a culture now followers of jesus face many challenges to their faith among them the rising influence of contemporary cults alternative theologies and ethical issues that challenge traditionally held beliefs and practices urban apologetics cults and cultural ideologies is a follow up to the bestselling urban apologetics and it provides a guide to addressing these challenges with grace and wisdom in addition throughout the book are short essays by leaders in the church sharing their convictions on successful ministry and reflection on today's challenges in light of the past this all new volume addresses several of today's most talked about issues including jehovah witnesses the prosperity gospel black liberation theology lgbtq issues critical race theory crt white nationalism faith deconstruction edited by dr eric mason and featuring a top notch lineup of contributors such as anthony bradley brandon washington and thabiti anyabwile urban apologetics cults and cultural ideologies equips pastors churches and everyday believers to engage the most common ethical biblical and theological challenges faced by christians and the church today

Urban Apologetics: Cults and Cultural Ideologies

2023-06-20

america has spawned hundreds of cults charismatic leaders periodically burst into the news for the most awful of reasons we are awash with stories of brainwashed members struggles to leave meet the messianic leaders see the indoctrination and manipulation look at their beliefs and read the stories of some of america's most notorious eccentric and unusual cults from false religions and offshoots of traditional religions to
political financial sexual and hate groups american cults cabals corruption and charismatic leaders looks at 40 groups and leaders including their histories deceits manipulations and twisted ideologies some rely on systems of obedience submission and dependency more than a few have mystifying beliefs others are dark and murderous you ll encounter curious bizarre and sometimes upsetting stories of charming manipulative and exploitative leaders jim jones jim baker david berg david koresh and many many others the breakaways from traditional religions father divine and the peace mission jehovah s witnesses the westboro baptist church the gospel of prosperity and many more political ponzi metaphysical and science schemes the cult of the scientific method pyramid schemes political cults the unification church and much more aliens extraterrestrials and the cosmos church of scientology raëlians and heaven s gate to name a few a few end times and doomsday cults rapture beliefs edgar cayce the ant hill kids and more racial radical and social media cults qanon ku klux klan oath keepers antifa and others sex perversity and submission nxivm sullivanians rajneesh and many more american cults looks at why america is such a fertile ground for cults how some people got caught in their webs and how some managed to escape with more than 120 photos and graphics this tome is richly illustrated its helpful bibliography provides sources for further exploration and an extensive index adds to its usefulness

American Cults

2023-03-07
	his 6 session 30 minutes each dvd based curriculum participant s guide is for small groups that wish to study the differences between various religions and cult groups from a christian perspective

Christianity, Cults & Religions

2010-07-21
	his 2018 30th anniversary edition honors the 40th anniversary of the tragedy in jonestown guyana on november 18th 1978 over 900 people including a u s congressman leo ryan died because of cult leader jim jones over 300 were children forced to drink cyanide laced kool aid by their parents who believed they were doing god s will the techniques of undue influence have evolved dramatically and continue to do so today a vast array of methods exist to deceive manipulate and indoctrinate people into closed systems of obedience and dependency if you are reading this updated book for the first time please know that you have found a safe respectful compassionate place this book can help you protect or regain your sanity freedom and health it can also help you protect others from the use of mind control techniques in this 30th anniversary volume you will
find new stories of people who fell under the sway of cults and other forms of undue influence but who were able to break free new information on the many sophisticated ways that social media are now used for mind control updates on the many types of organizations that use mind control information on the neuroscience behind mind control a look at what legislators courts mental health professionals and ordinary citizens can do to resist mind control and make our world a safer place sadly the essential information in this book is still not widely known or understood people around the world remain largely unprepared for the new realities of mind control but you are far from helpless there is a great deal you can do to stay safe sane and whole and to help the people you care about to do the same and if someone you love is already part of a mind control group there is much you can do to help them break free and rebuild their life this book will give you the tools you need as you read this book you will learn to develop use and trust your critical thinking skills your intuition your bodily and emotional awareness your ability to ask the right questions and your skill at doing quick useful research you will also learn to create a healthy balance of openness and skepticism as you will see the entire process begins and ends with discernment

**Combating Cult Mind Control: The #1 Best-selling Guide to Protection, Rescue, and Recovery from Destructive Cults**

2015-03-28

recognize and refute the far east false religions what do these religions teach and why how can a christian be an effective witness for jesus christ when presented with ideas that are so different from a biblical perspective how can these religions be refuted and biblical authority be the standard this eye opening second volume deals with many eastern religions like hinduism taoism new age sikhism confucianism shinto and buddhism as well as other pagan based systems like witchcraft voodoo and greek mythology and many more this volume dives into these styles of religions and looks at their origins and their basic tenets as well as why they fall so short understanding the basic tenets of these religions helps the bible believer see the flaws in these philosophies and discern how to be an effective witness for jesus christ while standing on the authority of the bible

**World Religions and Cults Volume 2**

2016-05-01

the magnum opus by japanese literary sensation fuminori nakamura cult x is a story that dives into the psychology of fringe religion obsession and social disaffection when toru narazaki s girlfriend ryoko tachibana disappears he tries to track her down despite the warnings of the private
detective he's hired to find her. Ryoko's past is shrouded in mystery, but the one concrete clue to her whereabouts is a previous address in the heart of Tokyo. She lived in a compound with a group that seems to be a cult led by a charismatic guru with a revisionist Buddhist scheme of life, death, and society. Narazaki plunges into the secretive world of the cult, ready to expose himself to any of the guru's brainwashing tactics if it means he can learn the truth about Ryoko. But the cult isn't what he expected, and he has no idea of the bubbling violence he is stepping into. Inspired by the 1995 sarin gas terrorist attack on the Tokyo subway, Cult X is an exploration of what draws individuals into extremism. It is a tour de force that captures the connections between astrophysics, neuroscience, and religion, an invective against predatory corporate consumerism and exploitative geopolitics, and a love story about compassion in the face of nihilism.

**Cult X**

2018-05-22

Includes information regarding Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, Mormonism, Unification Church, Jehovah's Witnesses, Christian Science, Scientology, Unity School of Christianity, New Age Spiritualism, Hare Krishna, Armstrongism, Transcendental Meditation, Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism, Baha'i, World Faith.

**Christianity, Cults & Religions**

1999-07-01

Articles by investigative journalist David G. McAfee, an expert on cults, have revealed what many people have been saying for years: that the new age group known as Hyperianism, with several hundred fanatical followers and two millionaire backers, is a dangerous cult. The leader of this cult calls himself Morgue, a suitably cult-like appellation. Other names he uses are Morgen Night, the Night Bringer 89, and the Terror of Men. Hyperianism preaches a highly disturbing ideology revolving around woke extremism and could easily be considered a hate group encouraging people to say no to normality. Androgyne constitutes a higher state, and he says that his cult is for people who are higher than human and beyond human. He even says that he does not identify as human. His misogyny is self-evident in this comment: "I can not count how many times some spray-on-tan slut has inquired in disbelief why I dress the way I do or do the things I do. It's not sexy. She informs me such stupidity makes me want to strangle the bitch. Why should I be concerned if other people find me attractive in any way? Should I change my identity for a waste producing organ between the legs?" Morbidly
yours morgue this toxic leader constantly asks for financial support from people who are clearly highly vulnerable and being groomed by him the sheer number of brainwashing techniques in evidence is astonishing all his life as a street performer and expert in nlp morgue has perfected the art of getting the weak minded to pay him for putting on a show it s essential for whistleblowers to expose these sinister cults and their even more sinister leaders who do enormous damage to susceptible individuals who are easily psychologically manipulated and exploited by those on the dark triad spectrum of narcissism machiavellianism and psychopathy this book is all about blowing the whistle on this dangerous cult and ensuring that people are warned about what they are dealing with should they ever encounter members of this cult or its sinister leader judge for yourselves whether hyperianism is harmless or a sick twisted cult that people must be warned about to stop more falling into its trap

**Delete Hyperianism: The New Face of Cults In the Twenty-First Century**

2018-11-02

this ebook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices cult as used in this book means a system of religious belief and worship especially the rites and ceremonies employed in such worship the present book treats of the cults of a few of the siouan tribes that is with two exceptions of such tribes as have been visited by the author siouan is a term originated by the bureau of ethnology it is derived from sioux the popular name for those indians who call themselves dakota or lakota the latter being the teton appellation siouan is used as an adjective but unlike its primitive it refers not only to the dakota tribes but also to the entire linguistic stock or family the siouan family includes the dakota assiniboin omaha ponka osage kansa kwapa iowa oto missouri winnebago mandan hidatsa crow tutelo biloxi catawba and other indians

**The Siouan Cults (Illustrated Edition)**

1991-01-09

an extensively researched guide to understanding the teachings of major cults and how they deviate from christianity especially helpful in grasping the challenge of the unorganized but pervasive new age movement
cults and false religions are dangerous they preach a false gospel and lead people into a false spirituality their victims are kept blinded from the true gospel of christ while they are held in bondage to whatever false belief system and legalistic practices they must maintain major cults and false world religions reveals several key characteristics that makes them unbiblical it exposes several major cults and false religions that have the majority of the world's population deceived and headed for hell this book is the result of thirty four years of evangelism work studying comparative religions and apologetic research and debate it will equip you with a basic understanding of what each group believes and how to clearly discern and refute many of their unscriptural teachings and attacks

christians need to know what they believe christianity cults religions participants guide is part of a 6 session dvd based curriculum for small groups who want to know the differences between christianity and mormonism jehovah's witnesses buddhism hinduism islam christianity cults religions shows you what the bible says about god jesus salvation life after death and more

a groundbreaking reinterpretation that draws on cognitive theory to show that belief wasn't absent from but rather was at the heart of roman religion belief and cult argues that belief isn't uniquely christian but was central to ancient roman religion drawing on cognitive theory jacob mackey shows that despite having nothing to do with salvation or faith belief underlay every aspect of roman religious practices emotions individual and collective cult action ritual norms social reality and social power in doing so he also offers a thorough argument for the importance of belief to other non christian religions at the individual level the book argues belief played an indispensable role in the genesis of cult action and religious emotion however belief also had a collective dimension the cognitive theory of shared intentionality shows how beliefs may be shared among individuals
accounting for the existence of written unwritten or even unspoken ritual norms shared beliefs permitted the choreography of collective cult action and gave cult acts their social meanings the book also elucidates the role of shared belief in creating and maintaining roman social reality shared belief allowed the romans to endow agents actions and artifacts with socio religious status and power in a deep sense no man could count as an augur and no act of animal slaughter as a successful offering to the gods unless romans collectively shared appropriate beliefs about these things closely examining augury prayer the religious enculturation of children and the romans own theories of cognition and cult belief and cult promises to revolutionize the understanding of roman religion by demonstrating that none of its features makes sense without roman belief

Christianity, Cults and Religions Participant Guide

2022-08-02

this book is not about donald trump it s about his diehard followers how could they so zealously and single mindedly revere someone whom we see as monumentally unfit for his job how is it that so many people were beguiled by a vision of hate and discord of intolerance and violence of authoritarianism and lawlessness of coarseness and mendacity and of simple basic meanness in light of all trump s transgressions listed in chapter one from a to z how is it that people remained so devoted to this man that they would professedly die for him that is the subject of this book several years ago i published violence and religious commitment implications of jim jones s people s temple movement contributors to that book include leading experts in the field of extremist cults now i bring their expertise to bear in a demographical sociological and psychological analysis of what i term the american hitler and his bewildering cult of followers

Belief and Cult

2021-04-29

scrutinizing the experience of growing up mormon this personal narrative tells the story of one man s disillusionment with his faith and subsequent excommunication from the church this account reveals what is posited as inherent racism and sexism within the church and seeks to expose the controlling methods of indoctrination and the harsh process of excommunication the basic tenets of the religion are explained personal stories and analyses are shared and church authorities are cited to support the claims of extreme gender and racial discrimination from unknowing follower to angry rebel and finally to a content worldly man this book recounts the experience of a survivor who feels the duty to explain his truth
American Hitler: Trump and His Cult of Followers

2003

with historic resignation of Joseph Ratzinger the deposed Pope Benedict who was convicted of crimes against humanity it becomes evident that satanism is mingled with Christianity and so many other religions high profile members of some respectable Christian denominations charity character building and other organizations are implicated in the practice of satanism and cult religions satanism and cult religions have also infiltrated all areas of life including world politics economy education different cultures laws and social orders with various studied cases like the association of UNO with Lucis Trust which was once known as Lucifer Trust in 1923 results of research works prove that satanism and cult religions are both strongholds that are used to subdue nations all over the world with exception of none this book makes serious attempts to expose some of these strongholds proving the facts that the official reports about missing people and the discoveries of mass graves of school children in many areas are all governments efforts to cover up truths about human ritual sacrifices that are taking place everywhere in the world.

Aliens, Ghosts, and Cults

2008-04-01

dorothy k billings unique ethnography is based on thirty five years of anthropological fieldwork in Papua New Guinea Cargo cult as theater offers anthropologists and anyone interested in the Johnson cult careful insight into this unlikely cultural phenomenon

The Mormon Cult

2002-05-23

understanding how food fads and diets can develop a fervent following that rise to the level of a cult is a new area of study and often overlooked here Kima Cargill and other experts shed fresh light on the subject revealing how and why such cults may develop among certain communities
Satanism And Cult Religions

2016-12-01

 Those who know about how spirituality plays into the world of drug smuggling have likely heard of Santa Muerte, Jesus Malverde, and Santería, but the details of the more obscure African religions and Latin American folk saints and cults often remain a mystery while the vast majority of these religions are practiced by law abiding citizens with no co-

Cargo Cult as Theater

2017-07-27

Two Christian Bible scholars outline arguments anyone can use to counter and evangelize to Jehovah’s Witnesses and Mormons when they come knocking. Cult Shock is an easy to follow resource of Christian apologetics that teaches you how to defend your Christian faith against the claims of Jehovah’s witness and Mormon missionaries. Mark Stengler Jr and Mark Stengler Sr, a father and son team of Christian scholars, explain the beliefs of these groups and demonstrate through scripture and logic how biblical Christianity refutes their worldview. Readers will gain confidence witnessing to these groups based on the Stenglers recommended engagement techniques from their years of experience. Cult Shock provides all the tools you need to proclaim the real Jesus with fearless confidence.

Food Cults

2017-07-04

This personal yet scholarly journey into the confusing and clandestine world of ritual abuse survivors sheds light on their catastrophic experiences and their efforts to heal afterward. Revised, updated, and expanded this third edition of a classic study is one of the most authoritative and evenhanded volumes to tackle its hotly debated subject matter. Incorporating the authors’ firsthand observations, the book provides historical, anthropological, and psychological context for contemporary reports of both ritual abuse and ritual crime. In addition to sharing patient vignettes and a history of cult and ritual abuse, the authors explore fascinating topics related to these practices among them what triggers personality shifts for victims even many years after the abuse has stopped. Importantly, the book shows how ritual abuse affects society as a whole.
civil and criminal law politics legislation social movements social welfare and psychological theory it provides unique insights into the scientific study forensic investigation and implementation of social services for survivors of cult and ritual abuse discusses new research and treatment strategies and establishes the foundation for a psychological diagnosis to be called cult and ritual trauma disorder

**Narco-Cults**

2014-07-15

people submit to religions and commit to several concepts of morality we decide who we like based on simple tastes the communities of humanity seem split in many diverse cultures can we bridge the differences of our controversial preferences when does love become a cash grab when do forceful tendencies become psychologically unappealing these are a few of the questions i challenge in this perceptual take on what it means to have a sense of community

**Cult Shock**

2020-09-15

a man had an accident he lost his sense of time and emotional capacity this is his twelfth attempt to communicate since the accident

**Cult and Ritual Abuse**

2010-01-19

religions in today s culture seem to be multiplying have you ever wondered why certain religions believe and practice what they do or how they view the bible this volume delves into these and other engaging questions such as how can a christian witness to people in these religions do these other religions believe in creation and a creator how do we deal with these religions from a biblical authority perspective many religions and cults discussed in this first volume openly affirm that the bible is true but then something gets in their way and there is a common factor every time
man’s fallible opinions in one way or another the bible gets demoted reinterpreted or completely ignored man’s ideas are used to throw the bible’s clear teaching out the window while false teachings are promoted this book is a must for laymen church leaders teachers and students to understand the trends in our culture and around the world where certain religions dominate helping you discern truth and guard your faith when you understand a religion’s origins and teachings you are in a better position to know how to proclaim the gospel of jesus christ as you take the good news to those in false religions

**God The Cult**

2015-08-13

cult of the comet takes place in a dark future it features a fallen astronaut turned gritty private eye and a cult leader on a mission to grab interstellar travel a motherland security police state and evil elders rule most of the world mutants control the rest the race is on as a comet which is the final visitation of an alien race heads for perihelion at earth this is a full length novel with action and twists from beginning to end

**Civilization: the Serpent Cult**

2012-07-01

in vergil’s aeneid the poet implies that those who have been initiated into mystery cults enjoy a blessed situation both in life and after death this collection of essays brings new insight to the study of mystic cults in the ancient world particularly those that flourished in magna graecia essentially the area of present day southern italy and sicily implementing a variety of methodologies the contributors to mystic cults in magna graecia examine an array of features associated with such mystery religions that were concerned with individual salvation through initiation and hidden knowledge rather than civic cults directed toward olympian deities usually associated with greek religion contributors present contemporary theories of ancient religion field reports from recent archaeological work and other frameworks for exploring mystic cults in general and individual deities specifically with observations about cultural interactions throughout topics include dionysos and orpheus the goddess cults isis in italy and roman mithras explored by an international array of scholars including giulia sfameni gasparro aspects of the cult of demeter in magna graecia and alberto bernabé imago inferorum orphica the resulting volume illuminates this often misunderstood range of religious phenomena
in an era of rapid growth of false religions worldwide christians need information they can trust this comprehensive new edition of the leading book on cults will equip you no matter your background to understand and use biblical truth to counter false religions including many that masquerade as mainstream christianity reflecting the developments in cults and world religions in recent years this edition updated by expert jill martin rische daughter of walter martin gives you the authoritative information you need to know as our culture becomes less and less outwardly christian awareness of the belief systems of those around us has never been more vital readable and reliable for everyone whether you re a teacher a pastor or a regular church attender the kingdom of the cults remains the go to reference book on this crucial topic

perfect for psychology students and psychology professionals alike cults are extremely interesting to psychologists because they make a person give up their autonomy and cults can have horrific consequences for members but why do people go through this if you want to know about cult psychology supernatural beliefs and more this is the book for you we ll explore cult psychology in great depth covering a great range of cult psychology topics from cognitive psychology social psychology and more all to help you understand what s the psychology behind cults and how do we help people get out of cults this is an amazing book that you will love buy it now cult psychology content introduction part one basics of cult psychology and cult leaders basics of cult psychology dangerous cult leaders a personality psychology look at cults how do narcissists use cult leader tactics to control others part two the cognitive psychology and social psychology of cults cult cognition and cognitive dissonance cult cognition and group psychology dissociative responses supernatural beliefs systems and how we help these people cult psychology and the social psychology of the self soothing prejudice why cults are mindless cost requirements supernatural belief systems and obedience helping people trapped in cults

Mystic Cults in Magna Graecia

2022-01-17
why are there so many religions do they basically teach the same thing bruce and stan address these questions and more as they take a close look at some of the world s major religions and belief systems from islam to jehovah s witnesses and from new age spirituality to atheism darwinism and naturalism world religions and cults 101 features key teachings of each religion quick glance belief charts brief biographies of leaders study questions for group or individual use suggested reading readers will also discover why spiritual searching is universal how each religion compares to christianity the characteristics of cults and what makes christianity unique formerly titled bruce stan s guide to cults religions and spiritual beliefs

The Kingdom of the Cults

2005-03-01

cults and new religions aren t hard to find they re in your neighborhood your workplace your school maybe even your family cults are flourishing across america chances are you ve encountered one perhaps even know someone who is involved in a cult can you discuss knowledgably the critical differences between christianity and the teachings of mormonism jehovah s witnesses scientology the new age movement hindu based cults and other prominent groups and religious movements in this essential resource preeminent cult authority ron rhodes explains what cults are why they are cause for concern and why in the 21st century as never before their numbers and memberships are exploding nationally and worldwide drawing on his extensive experience as a cult researcher rhodes offers to the point cutting edge information on twelve major cults and new religions mormonism jehovah s witnesses mind sciences new age movement church of scientology hindu based cults unification church bahai faith unitarian universalism oneness pentecostalism masonic lodges satanism learning the distinctives of these groups will equip you to deal with any of the thousands of other less significant cults you may encounter the challenge of the cults and new religion includes color photos scripture index subject index glossary bibliography and your resources don t end at the last page you can supplement your knowledge whenever you choose by visiting the author s site at ronrhodes org for free thorough up to the minute information on each cult discussed in the book if you re concerned for the temporal and eternal welfare of others the challenge of the cults is a must it will help you confront the deception of false christs and lying doctrines with the clear well grounded truth of biblical christianity

Cult Psychology

2009-08-30
a compilation of the entire facts on series cult watch gives you facts about the major cults and movements in a format you can use in counseling or witnessing

World Religions and Cults 101

1991-01-01

a true crime author explores what happens when cults cross the line in this anthology of false prophets true believers and tragic consequences thousands of religious political and self improvement cults are active around the world and an estimated two to five million americans have been involved in a cult at some point in their lives while not all cults are destructive these stories demonstrate how unwavering faith in an infallible leader can lead lay the groundwork for criminal acts a heinous as murder or mass suicide true crime author joan biddlecombe agsar uncovers what really happened inside some of modern history s most notorious cults including the manson family hippie devotees turn violent to manifest god s race war the peoples temple hundreds of utopia seekers meet their end in the guyanese jungle by ingesting a cyanide laced drink the vampire clan teenagers consume blood and bludgeon an unsuspecting florida couple to death heaven s gate nike adorned disciples commit suicide to transport onto a spaceship approaching earth silvia meraz moreno s santa muerte cult members collect sacrificial blood by slicing open victims veins while their hearts are still beating

The Challenge of the Cults and New Religions

2001-06-01

a young man travels to california and he gets caught up in the hare krishna organization this is a fascinating insight into one of the popular cults in america that has attracted thousands of young americans he joins up as a shaved up devotee and gets caught up in this strange religion for three years the story is set in colourful san diego where he sells old motor cars to make a living the youngster comes to his senses when he falls in love with a beautiful devout christian lady she warns him that he is involved in false idol worship and they become involved in a stormy love affair which explodes because of the sharp contrast in their religious beliefs on a surfing trip to hawaii the young man comes to know jesus christ from a chance meeting in a revival tent at waimea bay falls and his life changes forever
misunderstanding cults provides a uniquely balanced contribution to what has become a highly polarized area of study working towards a moderate third path in the heated debate over new religious movements or cults. This collection includes contributions from both scholars who have been characterized as anticult and those characterized as cult apologists. The study incorporates multiple viewpoints as well as a variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives with the stated goal of depolarizing the discussion over alternative religious movements. A prominent section within the book focuses explicitly on the issue of scholarly objectivity and the danger of partisanship in the study of cults. The collection also includes contributions on the controversial and much misunderstood topic of brainwashing as well as discussions of cult violence. Children brought up in unconventional religious movements and the conflicts between alternative religious movements and their critics. Unique in its breadth, this is the first study of new religious movements to address the main points of controversy within the field while attempting to find a middle ground between opposing camps of scholarship.

What Do They Believe?

2020-04-22

Cults That Kill

2001-01-01
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